답변의 완성도를 높여라
토익 스피킹 완전 정복!

For Intermediate
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About the TOEIC Speaking Test
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What is TOEIC Speaking Test?

The Test of English for International Communication™
(TOEIC) program offers English-language proficiency
tests for people whose native language is not English.
The TOEIC Speaking test, which is delivered through
the computer, is valid assessment of a person’s ability
to speak in English in the workplace.
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TOEIC Speaking Test Format

The TOEIC Speaking Test is designed to measure a
person’s ability to communicate in spoken English in
the context of daily life and the global workplace. The
test is composed of 11 tasks and takes approximately
20 minutes to complete. The range of ability among
English learners who will take the TOEIC Speaking Test
is expected to be broad; that is, both very capable
speakers and speakers of limited ability can take the
test. The test is designed to provide information about
language ability to speakers across a range of
language proficiency levels.
The table below shows how tasks are organized.
Part

Part 1
Part 2

Task

Question

Preparation
time

Read a Text
Aloud
Describe a
Picture

1
2

45 s

45 s

3

30 s

45 s

0s

15 s
15 s
30 s

Part 3

Respond to
Questions

Part 4

Respond to
Questions
Using
Information
Provided

Part 5
Part 6

Propose a
Solution
Express an
Opinion

4
5
6
7
8
9

0s
(30 s
to read the
information)

Response
Time

15 s
15 s
30 s

10

30 s

60 s

11

15 s

60 s
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Level Description

Level 8 Scale Score 190-200
Typically, test takers at level 8 can create connected,
sustained discourse appropriate to the typical workplace.
When they express opinions or respond to complicated
requests, their speech is highly intelligible.
Their use of basic and complex grammar is good and their
use of vocabulary is accurate and precise.
Test takers at level 8 can also use spoken language to
answer questions and give basic information.
Their pronunciation and intonation and stress are at all
times highly intelligible.

Level 7 Scale Score 160-180
Typically, test takers at level 7 can create connected,
sustained discourse appropriate to the typical workplace.
They can express opinions or respond to complicated
requests effectively.
In extended responses, some of the following weaknesses
may sometimes occur, but they do not interfere with the
message:
ㆍminor difficulties with pronunciation, intonation, or
hesitation when creating language
ㆍsome errors when using complex grammatical
structures
ㆍsome imprecise vocabulary
Test takers at level 7 can also use spoken language to
answer questions and give basic information.
When reading aloud, test takers at level 7 are highly
intelligible.

Level 6 Scale Score 130-150
Typically, test takers at level 6 are able to create a relevant
response when asked to express an opinion or respond to
a complicated request.
However, at least part of the time, the reasons for, or
explanations of, the opinion are unclear to a listener.
This may be because of the following:
ㆍunclear pronunciation or inappropriate intonation or
stress when the speaker must create language
ㆍmistakes in grammar
ㆍa limited range of vocabulary
Most of the time, test takers at level 6 can answer
questions and give basic information.
However, sometimes their responses are difficult to
understand or interpret.
When reading aloud, test takers at level 6 are intelligible.
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Level Description

Level 5 Scale Score 110-120
Typically, test takers at level 5 have limited success at
expressing an opinion or responding to a complicated
request.
Responses include problems such as:
ㆍlanguage that is inaccurate, vague, or repetitive
ㆍminimal or no awareness of audience
ㆍlong pauses and frequent hesitations
ㆍlimited expression of ideas and connections between
ideas
ㆍlimited vocabulary
Most of the time, test takers at level 5 can answer
questions and give basic information.
However, sometimes their responses are difficult to
understand or interpret.
When reading aloud, test takers at level 5 are generally
intelligible.
However, when creating language, their pronunciation,
intonation, and stress may be inconsistent.

Level 4 Scale Score 80-100
Typically, test takers at level 4 are unsuccessful when
attempting to explain an opinion or respond to a
complicated request.
The response may be limited to a single sentence or part
of a sentence. Other problems may include:
ㆍseverely limited language use
ㆍminimal or no audience awareness
ㆍconsistent pronunciation, stress, and intonation
difficulties
ㆍlong pauses and frequent hesitations
ㆍseverely limited vocabulary
Most of the time, test takers at level 4 cannot answer
questions or give basic information.
When reading aloud, test takers at level 4 vary in
intelligibility.
However, when they are creating language, speakers at
level 4 usually have problems with pronunciation and
intonation and stress.
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Level Description

Level 3 Scale Score 60-70
Typically, test takers at level 3 can, with some difficulty,
state an opinion, but they cannot support the opinion.
Any response to a complicated request is severely limited.
Most of the time, test takers at level 3 cannot answer
questions and give basic information.
Typically, test takers at level 3 have insufficient vocabulary
or grammar to create simple descriptions.
When reading aloud, speakers at level 3 may be difficult
to understand.

Level 2 Scale Score 40-50
Typically, test takers at level 2 cannot state an opinion or
support it.
They either do not respond to complicated requests or
the response is not at all relevant.
In routine social and occupational interactions such as
answering questions and giving basic information,
test takers at level 2 are difficult to understand.
When reading aloud, speakers at level 2 may be difficult
to understand.

Level 1 Scale Score 0-30
Test takers at level 1 left a significant part of the TOEIC
Speaking Test unanswered.
Test takers at level 1 may not have the listening or reading
skills in English necessary to understand the test
directions or the content of the test questions.
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U n i t

1

Part 1. Read a Text Aloud

Learning Objectives
After this lesson, you will be able to read a text using
 the correct pronunciation, intonation, and stress.
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Understanding the Basics

Direction - Read a Text Aloud
45 Seconds to Prepare
45 Seconds to Read
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Evaluation Criteria

2 skills (pronunciation /intonation and stress) will
be evaluated. Points to keep in mind when
practicing.
• Pronunciation : Are the basic rules of consonants
and vowel pronunciation being followed?
• Stress : Is each word and parts of speech
properly and accurately stressed?
• Intonation : Is the intonation for the different
sentence types correctly used?
• Pausing : How effectively is the speaker
communicating information through pausing?
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Remembering the Response Formula

Read the following words carefully focusing on
pronunciation, intonation, and stress.

Pronunciation
1. [ t ] vs. [ θ ]
[ t ] tree
try
Tim
[ θ ] three
throat thing

trial
Thanks

2. [ s ] vs. [ θ ]
[ s ] face
worse
[ θ ] faith
worth

miss
myth

sought
thought

3. [ l ] vs. [ r ]
[ l ] light
[ r ] right

loop
roof

late
rate

whale
wear
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Actual Practice 1-1

Type 01 : Announcement
Announcements are usually what you hear on
airplanes and trains. Take special care when reading
names, numbers and time.

Effective immediately, the ITF has amended
this year’s Dress Code, applicable to the ITF
Pro Circuit. The Adidas “3 stripes”
manufacturer’s identification will comply with
the rules outlined below on January 1st 2007.
No identification shall be permitted on a
player’s clothing, products, or equipment on
the court during a match or at any press
conference or tournament ceremony. The ITF
reserves the right to interpret these rules so
as to give effect to the intent and purposes of
these rules.

Model Answer
Effective immediately (↗), / the ① ITF has
amended ② this year’s Dress Code (↗), /
applicable to the ITF Pro Circuit (↘). // The
Adidas ③ “3 stripes” manufacturer’s
identification/ will comply with the rules/ ④
outlined below/ ⑤ on January 1st 2007. (↘)
// No identification shall be permitted on a
⑥ player’s clothing (↗), products (↗), or
equipment on the court (↘) / during a match
(↗), or at any press conference (↗), or
tournament ceremony (↘). // The ITF
reserves the right / ⑦ to interpret these
rules/ so as to give effect to the intent (↗) /
and purposes of these rules (↘). //
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 Notes for Success
1. “ITF” is a proper noun. Stress it.
2. Stress is on “dress code” and as there is a (,)
after it, intonation goes up.
3. If a word is marked to be stressed like “3
stripes”, make sure to stress it.
4. “outlined” is used as an adverb. Remember to
pause and stress it.
5. Pause before the preposition “on” when
reading dates like “on January 1st 2007”
6. Intonation goes up after every word and
down on the last word for enumerated
sentences like “… a player’s clothing,
products, or equipment on court.”
7. There is a slight pause before “to interpret …”
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Actual Practice 1-2

Read the following text carefully. Then, practice again
following the corrections given by your instructor on
pronunciation, intonation, and stress.

The shuttle bus, which runs every day except
for Mondays, starts in front of the Dongwha
Duty Free Shop in Gwanghwamun and make
stops at the Lotte Hotel and Paradise Hotel in
Busan. Service is provided by a 28-seat
limousine bus equipped with DVD players,
wireless internet, and other conveniences.
Tourist information booklets are available for
passengers and they can also ask questions to
the on-board staff member.

Wrapping Up
Share two things you learned from this lesson and
review.

